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Dear editors

On behalf of all my colleagues, I’d like to thank you very much for your positive decision on our manuscript. We found that both your and the referees’ comments are constructive and helpful. Edanz group China was hired for a professional editing service (Edited manuscript number: C1403-32552-TianYanping). The amendments were showed colored text in the manuscript.

(http://www.liwenbianji.cn/bmc_welcome?utm_source=bmc&utm_medium=marketing&utm_content=global_link&campaign=bmc_general)

理文编缉
Edanz Group China

We hope we have addressed all the questions and are willing to re-revise if we were asked to do so.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,
Hongli Li MD
Department of Histology and Embryology,
School of basic medicine,
Third Military Medical University
Chongqing 400038,
PR China
Tel: 86-23-68752219